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ABSTRACT 

When it comes to carpeting, it can improve your home by muffling sound, making it a 

generally warmer place, offering a wide palette of colors, and increasing your home’s 

resale value should you want to move one day. Are you interested in changing the 

aesthetic of your home? Whether you plan on replacing old carpeting or are simply 

looking for the next trend in interior design, new carpeting comes with many benefits. 

To learn more about some of the ways new carpeting can improve your home’s 

interior, keep reading.  

INTRODUCTION 

Finding the best types of carpet for your home can be quite the task. When choosing 

yours, you need to consider their construction, what they are made of and how they 

look – of course – to understand whether they will keep your feet cozy and stay in 

good shape for a few solid years.  

Often considered one of the best types of flooring for a bedroom, carpet also works 

well in a living room and other convivial spaces where wood or laminate wouldn't 

quite cut it, both style and cost-wise...  

'A stylish carpet brings a warm and inviting atmosphere to a home and when looked 

after can retain its quality for years. 

I. Carpeting Can Actually Add Value to 
Your Home—Here's How 

Well-maintained, high-quality carpet can add value to your home. Here's how to get 

your carpeting to stand out, according to experts. 

When you're looking to sell your home, certain home improvements can potentially 

increase its resale value—a fresh coat of paint, kitchen and bathroom updates, and 

the floors, too. 

 



"I remember when I was selling real estate in the '80s and carpeting was the rage," 

says Denise Supplee, a realtor in Pennsylvania and co-founder of real estate 

investing platform SparkRental. "However, it seems that many of my clients prefer 

tile, hardwood, and laminate flooring over carpeting," says Supplee. 

That's not to say carpet is out altogether. "[Carpets] add a whole new experience to 

any home due to their comfort purpose," says Ben Wagner, real estate investor and 

house flipper at Leave The Key Homebuyers. "People often pair their carpets with 

the overall theme of a room to further increase home aesthetic, and in turn, the value 

of their living space," explains Wagner. "Carpets are also popular for acting as 

insulators in tough and cold conditions where walking on bare floors is difficult," he 

adds. 

Trends aside, it's still worth giving your existing carpet some TLC—or consider 

adding carpet to parts of your home to boost insulation, comfort, and value if you're 

looking to sell. Here are ways carpet can make your home stand out, according to 

experts. 

 

New, high-quality carpeting will make your home stand out to 

potential buyers. 

If your carpet is very worn or stained, consider replacing it. "When looking at carpets, 

think of how buyers would feel, and try to see the floors with fresh eyes," suggests 

Gian Moore, interior designer and partner at home and DIY brand Mellowpine. 

Moore suggests asking yourself these questions to see if your carpets are in good 

shape: Would you be grossed out if you saw this for the first time? Would you walk 

barefoot through the house? Would you let a baby play on the floor? 

If your carpet didn't pass that test, it's probably time to replace it. "Installing new 

carpet is one the improvements with the highest ROI," says Bill Samuel, residential 

real estate developer and real estate agent in Chicago. "Having brand new, fresh 



carpet increases the value of the home because it is the main focal point of the room 

(along with the paint) that buyers see when they tour a property," explains Samuel. 

But what kind of carpet should you go for? "I recommend nylon for your carpet," says 

real estate investor Marina Vaamonde. "It's the greatest value for your money 

because it is the most durable material for your carpet," she adds. Nylon carpet costs 

$2.56 per square foot, according to data by Fixr. 

Wool is another highly recommended option for its durability, lush feel, and overall 

quality—and it's not as hard to maintain as people think. Though it is more expensive 

(at $20 per square foot, according to Fixr), it adds value to your home. 

"Adding a wool carpet can increase the value of your home by at least 10 percent," 

says Wagner. Be sure to add padding under the carpeting as well; it improves the 

feel of the carpet, and prolongs its life. 

Limit carpeting to certain parts of the home, such as bedrooms 

and the basement. 

Next to quality of the carpet, where you put it is key to make your home appeal to 

buyers. "Many people like the warmth of carpet under their feet in the morning, so 

bedrooms can be a good choice," says licensed real estate broker Jonathan de 

Araujo. 

 

Other areas to consider are finished attics and basements, says de Araujo. Limiting 

carpet to certain parts of the home where it makes sense for additional comfort and 

warmth—as opposed to having carpets in every room—will add value to your home. 

"Many newer homes will come with a builder-grade carpet wall-to-wall in all rooms 

except kitchens and baths," explains de Araujo. "This is an absolute no-no," he adds. 

Plus, only adding carpet in certain areas of the home can save you money. The 

average cost of installing carpet in a bedroom costs between $1,500 and $2,600 

according to Fixr, while larger areas such as a living room can cost between $2,100 

and $3,600. 



"Design trends are shifting towards hardwoods and tiles for main living areas, so I 

would avoid carpeting your main area," says Melissa Perrille, real estate broker and 

CEO of Premier Realty Group in Rhode Island. 

Stick to neutral colors, and avoid carpet in areas that will be 

hard to clean. 

Certain paint colors can increase home value, and carpet color is no exception. Stick 

to neutral, light hues for your carpet to open up your living space and make it more 

appealing to a wide range of tastes. 

Also, keep the color consistent. "All bedrooms should have the same type of carpet, 

maybe even other parts of the house," says Erik Wright, owner of New Horizon 

Home Buyers in Tennessee. 

Whatever you do, avoid carpet in the bathroom and kitchen. These areas are not 

ideal for carpet because of the potential for bacteria and mold to grow—and seeing 

carpet there can easily turn off prospective buyers. 

II. 5 popular types of carpet – how to 
choose the best for your home 

The best types of carpet for your home come down to style and how they are made. 

These are the most popular types, plus different fibers and more to help you choose. 

  

 

 

Deciding when to replace a carpet will depend on a number of factors including 

carpet quality, area laid, number of occupants and how it was looked after. With 

these considerations and particularly when allergens are an issues it is likely your 

carpet will need to be updated every 5-10 years.' 



 

HOW TO CHOOSE CARPET FOR THE HOME 

When finding the best type of carpet for your home, whether it's for the living room, 

bedroom or family room, you need to match quality with comfort and your budget. 

Consider the room you're laying it in, how much foot-traffic there will be, exposure to 

stains (hello pets, kids and Saturday night wine spills) and then think of the feeling 

you want to create in that room also.  

 

Carpeting is one of the most common selections for flooring in homes. Carpeting 

used in a home helps with insulation and adds padding underneath for a good sound 

barrier and less stress underfoot.' 

MAIN TYPES OF CARPET STYLE AND CONSTRUCTION 

Woven: Woven carpet is made using a labor-intensive method whereby colors and 

decoration are woven in rather than printed onto the surface. A high-end product, it is 

usually made from 80 to 100 per cent wool, and it comes in two forms: Axminster, 

often patterned with a velvet finish, and Wilton, which can be plain or textured. 

Tufted: Tufted carpet is the most popular type, with a more varied choice of styles. It 

is made by punching the pile yarn into a backing fabric using needles, which 

produces cut and loop pile designs. 

Cut-pile: There are lots of variations of cut-pile carpets. These are sheared, 

revealing the fiber which makes them softer and a popular choice all over the home 

where comfort is key. 

Loop-pile: The more practical carpet type as it's durable and often more stain 

resistant. The fibers are twisted into small loops, giving them a low profile. 



MAIN TYPES OF CARPET MATERIALS 

When it comes to choosing the material for your carpet, the main consideration is 

whether you prefer natural or synthetic. Both have their benefits, so it is mainly down 

to your personal choice – and budget.  

Wool: Wool has long been used in carpet manufacturing and is still recognized as 

the best fiber for carpet. It has a luxury feel and a low propensity to soil. It is also 

naturally flame-retardant. Wool is resilient, soft and warm, and retains  its 

appearance. Both 100 per cent wool carpets and mixes with man-made fibers in an 

80/20  or 50/50 ratio are available. The latter two may be better for busy 

thoroughfares like halls and stairs. 

Nylon: Don't rule out synthetic, though: extremely hardwearing, with a high 

resistance to abrasion, nylon is easy to clean. It’s often used in an 80 percent wool 

and 20 per cent nylon blend.  

Polypropylene: This is another good option; highly stain-resistant, man-made fiber 

with good abrasion resistance. It’s typically used in twists, loop piles and Saxony 

types. 

Floorcoverings made from plant fibers are great for creating a relaxed and rustic 

effect, and can be fitted wall to wall, just like carpet. Sisal is hardwearing enough to 

be used in high-traffic areas around the home, including living spaces, hallways and 

stairs. 

WHAT IS THE BEST TYPE OF CARPET? 

The following are popular carpet styles for different reasons. Some have durability 

and stain resistance in their favor, like good old frieze and Berber/loop pile carpets, 

while something more plush underfoot may be more appealing to other households. 

1. BERBER CARPET/ LEVEL LOOP PILE 

Berber carpets are really popular because they come in an array of finishes and are 

constructed to last, resist stains and feel comfortable underfoot. The shorter loops 

means that it will work well in high-traffic areas like hallways. 

'I consider the Berber carpet the most durable of all styles. It is more resistant to 

stains without compromising your budget. Its texture is absorbent to leakages and 

spills that won't sink to the floors. However, it could be a little tricky to clean 

depending on its fiber materials.' Says James Kalim founder of Only Silent 

2. SHAG CARPET 

The unruly appearance of shag carpets makes them a winning choice for those that 

are choosing comfort above all. It's a deep cut pile carpet which is not so easy to 

maintain, and often seen in rug form.  



'Some areas of the home are relatively low traffic space that allow for the use of shag 

carpeting which feels extremely soft underfoot.' Adds Phillips. 

3. PLUSH PILE 

It's in the name, and this type of carpet feels really lovely underfoot. It's a type of cut 

pile carpet, with very short fibers that create a velvet-like texture. 'Plush pile carpets 

are suited for bedroom and living room areas since it is soft and easy to clean. This 

type of carpet creates a cozy and visually appealing style to compliment the overall 

look of those areas. However, there is a risk of deformation and watermarks in its 

textile in the long term of use.' Adds Kalim. 

4. SAXONY 

Saxony features longer, more textured fibers to create a really cozy feel underfoot 

also. Be wary of using these in space with heavy furniture where you may want to 

move things around as it dents fairly easily. It's a great choice of carpet for the 

bedroom or a living area. 

5. FRIEZE CARPET 

This is a fairly dense cut pile carpet which is recognizable by its twisted and fluffy 

textured finish. Long fibers go through a tight twisting process which makes them 

thick in texture and durable also. 

WHERE’S THE BEST PLACE TO BUY CARPET? 

We would recommend that you always buy from a reputable retailer. If you are 

based, The Carpet Foundation has 700 members who operate under a Code of 

Practice approved by the Trading Standards Institute. 

You can expect a written quotation, so there are no nasty surprises on your bill (such 

as charges for moving furniture), a protected deposit, and free conciliation if you 

experience any problems. 

If you are in the US, Home Depot and Lowes have a great selection to suit all tastes 

and budgets. 

 

III. The Best Carpet for Stairs 

Choosing carpet for the stairs can be a bit more difficult than choosing carpet for 

other areas of the home. This is because, in addition to having to decide on carpet 

style and color, the carpet has to be of appropriate durability and thickness to be 

installed on the stair. Of course, it also has to look good as it wraps around the edge 

of the stair, and through the railing posts, if any. 



 

Let’s take a look at the important components of making a carpet great for stairs. 

Durability 

Stairs are the highest-traffic area of any home. Therefore, it is crucial that the carpet 

covering them be durable enough to stand up to the heavy traffic and still look good. 

This means that if you are carpeting your bedrooms, hall, and stairs, the carpet that 

is suitable for your bedrooms may not be appropriate for your stairs. 

When choosing carpet for stairs, you typically want to go with the highest durability 

that you can afford, in the style that you prefer (unless the highest grade is too thick 

for stairs—more about that in a minute). Often, spending a bit more money for a 

higher grade of carpet is the best choice for durability. 

The durability of a carpet depends on several important factors. 

Thickness 

Many people think that a thicker carpet is more durable. This is not always the case; 

in fact, some of the most durable carpets have the thinnest profiles, and some of the 

thickest carpets are full of air. 

Thickness is an important factor in the suitability of the carpet for the stairs. A carpet 

that is too thick can be a safety hazard, because as it wraps around the nosing (front 

edge) of the stair, it acts as a ramp for your foot, with nothing substantial to support 

your foot underneath. A very thick carpet can lead to slips and falls, something that 

no one wants to happen on stairs. 

Also, carpet installers don’t like working with thick carpets on the stairs. As you can 

imagine, it is more difficult to wrap a thick carpet around the nosing and through the 

railing pickets. 

Berber 

Many people think that looped carpet, such as Berber, is not an option for stairs. 

They worry that as the carpet bends over the nosing, the backing of the carpet will 



show between the rows of loops. The truth is that Berber can be used on stairs and 

can look quite beautiful, provided that it is of proper quality. 

When people pick up a Berber carpet sample and bend it backward, they are 

sometimes able to see the backing between the rows. This is referred to in the 

industry as "smiling." However, typically when a person is doing this, they are 

bending the carpet the wrong way. 

 

The rows of loops in a carpet are stitched lengthwise on the roll. When the carpet is 

seen to be smiling, it is because it has been bent sideways, so that the rows are 

going from side to side on the sample. If the carpet is turned around so that the rows 

are going from top to bottom on the carpet sample, the smiling effect no longer 

occurs because the loops fold over the bend in unison. 

When the carpet is installed on stairs, it is installed lengthwise, so the rows of loops 

run from the top of the stairs to the bottom. This prevents the smiling effect on the 

front nosing of the stair. 

Open Stairs 

If the stairs are open on the side, then the carpet must be bent in two ways: 

lengthwise over the front of the stair, and widthwise over the side. In these cases, 

there is the possibility of smiling to occur on the side of the stair. 

To avoid side smiling, look for a high-quality Berber with larger loops, which can help 

to cover the space between the rows when bent sideways. Higher qualities of 

Berbers will have less space between the rows. 

Soil Resistant 

If you are choosing a carpet that will only cover your stairs (and not other areas such 

as the family room), stain resistance is not a top priority because the carpet is not 

likely to be subjected to many spills. However, you should still look for a carpet that 

has good soil resistance. 

The oils on the bottoms of your feet can leave a residue on the carpet as you walk 

up and down the stairs. You can avoid this by wearing socks or slippers in the home. 

However, if you have pets, or prefer to go barefoot, then make sure you get a carpet 



that is soil resistant so that the residue doesn’t stick to the fibers and attract dirt 

particles. 

IV. Ten Reasons To Clean Your Carpets 
Year Round 

When the climate is warm and people go outdoors, it is imperative that the custodial 

departments do not forget about what is supposed to be done indoors. Carpets form 

a vital part of the indoors. Usually during cold seasons, the carpets come really 

handy. Hence it is also important that such carpets shouldn’t be neglected. 

 

These delicate floor coverings add comfort and warmth to your feet. However, it 

collects a lot of dust, dirt, grime, pollen and allergens that can pollute the indoor air 

quality and lead to various breathing problems. 

Cleaning the carpet year round becomes really essential. And here is why! 

Ten reasons to assert that proper maintaining and cleaning the carpet year round is 

important! 

1) Because Cleaning Increases The Lifespan 

You would have invested quite a fortune on the carpet and it is normal to expect 

them to be worth of what they are paid. Cleaning the carpet extends its lifespan. If 

the carpets are frequently cleaned with the help of extraction method, it can 

significantly prolong the life of the carpet and secure your investment on floor 

covering. 

2) Because Health Is Important 

The air is very essential while we stay indoors, and purer the air, healthier we will 

stay. Carpets play a major yet unnoticed role in this regard. They actually secure the 

air quality indoors. Carpets have the property of trapping the pollutants that are 



airborne. Nonetheless, these pollutants from the carpet must be removed regularly 

so that the carpet continues to regulate the air quality indoors. 

If you are preparing your rental property, prefer hiring highly-trained professionals for 

a detailed end of lease cleaning Canberra. They will vacuum your carpets and clean 

other surfaces to help you secure bond money. 

3) Makes The Regular Cleaning Easy 

We all love to do what is easier rather than do tasks that are tedious. Well, if you 

frequently just clean the carpet, the whole maintaining issue turns to be effortless. 

The carpet soiling usually consists of dry soils. When you keep the carpet cleaned 

on a frequent basis, these dry soils are easily removable just by regular vacuuming. 

 

4) Would You Like A Carpet With Stains And Spots? 

None of us like spots and stains, do we? Well, cleaning the carpet year round can 

result in removal of stains and spots. Just like other soils, stains and spots can 

attract the soiling more. So, it is good to treat spills and splatters as soon as you see 

them by blotting it with a paper towel. You can also use white vinegar and soapy 

warm water solution to treat stubborn stains from your beautiful carpet. 

You can also consider 10 carpet cleaning secrets if you want to save extra 

money while restoring its beauty. 

5) Carpet Soiling May Be The Reason Of Various Infections 

Health is an important concern in a family and we all are aware of it. But very few of 

us do all it takes to maintain the health adeptly. We might stay conscious about our 

food habits and hygiene, but what surrounds us, also can affect our health. The 

soiling of the carpets actually results in accumulation of various unhealthy 

contaminants like bacteria and allergens. Cleaning the carpets frequently will help 

you evade the risks pertaining to health. 



6) Because Your House Needs To Be Presentable! 

The outlook of the home speaks for us. We all invite guests and they happen to 

come over to our place only to find our home is in good Nick. How pleasing is that! A 

cleaned hygienic home can impress anyone. And as we have mentioned earlier, 

carpets form an integral part in the looks of our homes. Clean and nicely maintained 

carpets can tell loads about the all over hygiene of our homes or a facility for that 

matter. 

7) Cleanliness Affects Your Mood Too 

If we are to consider our workplaces, even there it is vital to have the carpets 

cleaned thoroughly and here is why. Needless to say, our surroundings can definitely 

affect our moods. If our surroundings are pleasant, our minds are always 

rejuvenated and active. 

 

In work places, this is very important. A nicely maintained environment in the work 

places can enhance the morale of the worker. The worker is able to feel better about 

his or her surroundings when it is neat and clean. This will positively affect the mood 

and leads to better work efficiency. And when we say environment, we are also 

talking about the carpet! Hence, they need to be cleaned often. 

8) For A Pleasant Atmosphere? 

We, as humans, always seek for a fresh and clean atmosphere. If the carpets are 

made to look and feel fresh and clean, our atmosphere will be pleasant. That’s why 

regular vacuuming is important because it can keep pollen, allergens and dust mites 

away from your home. 

9) Because You Won’t Like Insects Invasion At Home 

A lot of insects can make their residence in the carpets and this can be really 

irritating. Especially, we all undeniably hate bedbugs and dust mites. If dust mites 

can cause allergies, the bed bugs can snatch away a good night’s sleep from us. If 

we have to stay away from these problems, it is important we clean our carpets 

regularly. 



10) To Cope Up With The Warranty 

Every carpet comes with a warranty. If the warranty of such carpets is supposed to 

be maintained, it is essential we keep the carpet in good nick. Many of the carpet 

warranties require that the extraction method must be used to clean the carpets 

within a particular amount of time which is often twelve to eighteen months. 

Now, that you know of all the reasons which will want you to keep your carpets clean 

year round, it’s on you to make a call between doing it yourself, or hiring a 

professional. However we suggest you go with the professional carpet cleaner. 

Why Should You Hire A Professional Carpet Cleaner? 

Most of the people are inadvertently unaware of the fact that the carpets, upholstery 

and rugs are different and are made up of several different fibres. A professional 

cleaner will know exactly how to deal with every single kind and also will know the 

appropriate methods to be employed for particular spots and stains. 

 

If you chose to rent a machine and try to get rid of stains off a costly carpet, the 

results could prove to be dissatisfying. There are risks of damages that involve 

browning of the carpets, shrinkage, setting of stains and also problems of odour that 

are a result of too much wetting of the carpet. 

If you manage to hire a professional carpet cleaner often, say every 18 months, you 

could be lessening the risks of allergens and pollen allergy, which will in turn keep a 

healthy atmosphere. They will also know methods to increase the lifespan of the 

costly carpets you own. 

To conclude, people hire an expert carpet cleaner because of the successful results 

they can generate. So what are you waiting for?! You can also hire certified end of 

lease cleaners in Canberra to get your bond money back without any dispute. 

V. How to Clean Carpet for Floors That 
Look Like New 



Carpet has many merits as a flooring material, but spills can leave stains and daily 

traffic takes its toll. Learn how to clean carpet with methods for vacuuming, deep 

cleaning, and stain removal that will help your carpets look better and last longer. 

Carpets warm a home by adding color, pattern, and texture. However, keeping your 

carpets looking fresh requires a different cleaning method than an area rug 

or hardwood floors, for example. Frequent vacuuming provides the first line of 

defense against dirt and grit that damages carpet fibers.  

 

Still, carpets also need regular cleaning to keep them looking their best. Plan to 

deep-clean your carpet every 12 to 18 months (or more often in high-traffic areas). If 

you have light-colored carpets or kids or pets, consider deep-cleaning them two or 

three times a year. 

 

How to Test Carpet for Colorfastness 

Before you begin cleaning carpets, the first step is to test colorfastness. Colorfast 

carpet won't bleed, fade, or change when cleaning it or removing stains. The 

colorfastness will help you choose the best carpet cleaning method, products, or 

machines. Follow these steps to pretest your carpet to find out if it is colorfast. 

I. Locate a carpet scrap or an inconspicuous spot on the floor, such as the 

carpet inside a closet. Vacuum the carpet. 

II. Dampen a cloth with the carpet cleaner or carpet stain remover you want to 

use. 



III. Lay the cloth on the carpet for an hour, then blot the damp area with a dry 

white cloth. 

IV. If the cloth is stained with carpet dyes, test other carpet cleaning products 

until you find one that does not make the carpet sample bleed. 

How to Clean Carpet 

Protecting your furniture, carpet padding, and subfloor when cleaning carpets is 

essential. Grab a partner to help you remove furniture from the room where the 

carpet is being cleaned. 

1. Vacuum Carpet 

Carpet works like an air filter, collecting our home's dirt and dust. This residue acts 

like fine sandpaper, wearing down carpet fibers over time, says Derek Christian, 

owner of My Maid Service and an IICRC-certified carpet-cleaning technician. 

Christian suggests skipping a weekly whole-home vacuum. Instead, vacuum high-

traffic areas once a week or more. 

"By just quickly vacuuming the high-soil areas in the entries and toward the front of 

your home, you can add years to the life of your carpet," Christian says. 

While vacuuming, take your time and use overlapping strokes. "We train our people 

to count slowly to three during each forward and backward stroke, to make sure they 

give the vacuum time to do its work," Christian says. Before you start with a carpet 

cleaner, vacuum carpets well. A good vacuuming will pick up dust, dirt, and particles 

so that the carpet steamer can get to the deep-down debris more readily. 

2. Treat Carpet Stains 

Take care of stains as soon as they happen, if possible. Most carpets today are 

made to resist liquid penetration for a time, so if you simply blot (don't rub!) it dry with 

a clean cloth right away, the stain might not have a chance to set.  

Treat any set-in stains or heavily soiled areas with the appropriate carpet stain 

removal technique. Many carpet stain removers and treatments can be found in your 

kitchen or other things you already have on hand. 



 

3. Use a Carpet-Cleaning Machine 

For deep cleaning, rent a cleaning machine (if recommended by the carpet 

manufacturer) or hire a professional carpet cleaning crew— they'll help you choose 

the best cleaning solution. If you select a wet extraction method (see below), make 

sure the carpet dries completely within 24 hours to prevent mold or mildew growth in 

the carpet or padding and stop moisture from damaging the floor underneath. 

 

How to Clean Carpet Using the Water Extraction Method 

Most home carpet cleaning systems are water extraction units, also known as steam 

cleaners. They work to wash carpets by injecting a solution into the carpet pile, then 

pulling the dirty solution back into the machine. To avoid dragging a hose around the 

house, opt for a model that doesn't require a clean-water hookup. Also, choose the 

most powerful carpet cleaning machine you can afford to ease the burden of water 

extraction. 

After vacuuming, mix the carpet cleaning solution as recommended. Start opposite 

the doorway, so you don't have to walk over your freshly cleaned carpet. Be sure not 

to get the carpet too wet, and extract as much water as possible. (This can take 



some time, so work patiently and thoroughly.) Finally, ventilate the area or use fans 

to speed dry time. 

How to Clean Carpet Using the Dry Extraction Method 

Other home carpet cleaning systems use a dry extraction method to wash carpet. 

The process is to spread a dry absorbent compound over the carpet, then vacuum it 

with the carpet cleaning machine. Although they usually work better than steam 

cleaners, dry machines and chemicals are more expensive than steamers and wet 

extraction solutions. 

 

How to Choose a Vacuum for Carpets 

"Price and beauty are not good indicators of performance when it comes to 

vacuums. Pick based on functions rather than price tag," says Moxie Girl Household 

Assistants founder Amanda Thomas. Have shedding pets, for example? Choose a 

vacuum with a hose and multiple attachments. Stairs?  

Go light, or find one with a removable stair-cleaning attachment. "I bought my home 

vacuum five years ago for less than $40. It does what we need it to, so there was no 

need to pay hundreds," Thomas says. 

In addition, Thomas says she often sees vacuums that have stopped working due to 

a lack of care. So empty the canister or bag frequently, check hoses for clogs, and 

change the filter when it starts to turn gray. "A decent vacuum should last you at 

least 5-10 years, as long as you maintain it correctly," she says. "Protect your 

investment, no matter how small!" 



Hiring a Carpet Cleaning Professional 

You've stayed on top of vacuuming, but the time has come to step it up and find the 

best carpet cleaner to regain that like-new look. One of the best solutions is to have 

your carpet professionally cleaned once or twice a year. Hire a reputable 

professional carpet cleaner to do this time-intensive and tedious job. Also, remember 

that neglecting to have your carpets regularly cleaned by a certified pro may void any 

warranty. 

When you hire professionals, your options are steam carpet cleaning and dry 

extraction carpet cleaning. Either method (when handled by a qualified carpet 

cleaning professional) will do wonders for dirty carpets. Professionals have more 

powerful carpet cleaning equipment than you're likely to buy or rent, and they also 

typically have far more experience with removing carpet stains. Prices may vary 

widely for essentially the same service, so shop carefully. 

Carpet Cleaning Machines: Owning vs. Renting 

While a once- or twice-a-year professional cleaning is recommended, you 

occasionally might need a DIY carpet cleaning. Rental machines are available at big-

box retailers and home stores. In addition, you'll find many carpet steam cleaners to 

purchase in the vacuum cleaner aisle.  

 

If you take the do-it-yourself approach to carpet cleaning, read the steamer's manual 

carefully and follow all instructions for using the machine. Sometimes carpet cleaning 

products can leave dirt-attracting residue, making carpets look even dirtier. This is 

why following all instructions for mixing the cleaning solution, rinsing, and drying is 

essential. 

How to Treat Carpet Odors 

In addition to stains, look to your pantry to combat carpet odors. Lightly shake baking 

soda onto carpets. Let the baking soda sit on the carpet for 15 minutes, and vacuum 

to remove the baking soda and the odors it has absorbed. Your carpets will stay in 



tip-top shape by keeping up on your vacuuming, knowing how to remove stains, and 

what to do when you need a deep carpet clean. 

CONCLUSION 

Sometimes opting for flooring that is soft and inviting is the best choice for your 

room. Though hardwood is incredibly popular, carpeting is making a comeback, in 

part due to the innovative new options on the market. 

While home decor trends are leaning more heavily toward hardwood floors over 

carpeting at the moment, the right kind of carpet and where you put it can make your 

home more attractive to potential buyers. 
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